Trivia Tuesday

Trivia is Serial Business

Readers of Ossining, now is your chance to show off! Name the children's book series being described in each clue!
1) A boy goes to wizard school and ends up avenging the death of his parents.
2) A police officer is spliced together a canine.
3) Five dragons from different clans are destined to end a great war.
4) Four classmates are brought together making sweet desserts.
5) Jack and Annie travel through time and space using something in their backyard.
6) The least popular kid in school makes a hand puppet that gives great advice.
7) Four girls from Connecticut run a childcare service.
8) Each of these biographies has a large headed cartoon version of the subject on the cover.
9) The son of Neptune is accused of stealing Zeus’s signature weapon.
10) A girl who loves drawing gets into a fancy school because her father is the exterminator.
11) A family settles in the American Midwest.
12) A boy records in his journal the trials of middle school.
13) Two boys accidentally turn their principal into the world’s worst superhero.
14) A kindergartener’s big mouth gets her into trouble.
15) Four orphaned children live in a strange house in the woods and solve mysteries.
16) R.L. Stine’s horror series is filled with monsters and magic.
17) Ms. Frizzle brings school lessons to life thanks to a special form of transportation.
18) Young girls and their fey friends stop the troublemaking of Jack Frost.
19) Three orphans move in to live with their Uncle who treats them terribly and tries to get their fortune.
20) A cowardly mouse journalist goes on adventures with the help of his braver friends.
21) The younger sister in the Quimby family can be a bit of a nuisance.
22) Two best friends in Pancake Court couldn’t be more different from each other.
23) While the main character thinks he’s the coolest kid around, his friends Francis and Teddy disagree.
24) Fairy tale characters are trapped in a small town in New York thanks to a curse laid by a famous family of folk tale authors.
25) The school in this story is built in the wrong direction and the stories that happen there are similarly weird.
1) Harry Potter
2) Dogman
3) Wings of Fire
4) Cupcake Diaries
5) The Magic Treehouse
6) The Strange Case of Origami Yoda
7) Babysitters Club
8) Who was. . .
9) Percy Jackson and the Olympians
10) Dork Diaries
11) Little House
12) Diary of a Wimpy Kid
13) Captain Underpants
14) Junie B. Jones
15) Boxcar Children
16) Goosebumps
17) Magic School Bus
18) Rainbow Magic
19) A Series of Unfortunate Events
20) Geronimo Stilton
21) Ramona
22) Ivy and Bean
23) Big Nate
24) Sisters Grimm
25) Wayside School